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Abstract
The radius ratio model is criticized for its failure to accurately predict coordination number, its reliance upon an ambiguous entity (the ionic radius), and its inconsistency with modern quantum mechanical calculations. A purely theoretical version of the ionic model, without the assumption of fxed radii, was previously shown by Gordon and coworkers to
accurately predict bond distances, heats of formation, and preferred structure type for the alkali halides. For BeO, MgO, and CaO the model also gives reasonable results, although it is
somewhat less accurate due to ambiguity in the definition of the oxide ion wavefunction. For
ZnO, SiOr, and TiO2, heats of formation calculated from this model are less negative than the
experimental values by hundreds of kcal,/mole which suggests substantial covalency, although bond distancep are predicted with an average error ofless than 0.lA for SiO, and
TiOr. For FeO, agreement with elperiment is similar to that observed for MgO. Applications
of the method to the prediction of Fe,Mg ordering in orthopyroxenes and in ludwigite are described. Schemes for adding covalency effects to the ionic model calculations are considered.

Introduction
Mineralogists have for some time used the ionic
model to rationalize the structures observed for silicates and other minerals (Pauling, 1929). They have
often assumed that radii could be assigned to ions in
solids and preferred crystal structures could be predicted purely from the ratio of cation and anion
radii. However, many workers have noted that the
concept of ionic radius is quite ambiguous (Slater,
1964; Shannon and Prewitt, 1969), since quantum
mechanics tells us that the tails of wavefunctions of
atoms or ions extend to infinity. Experimentally, one
could define the point of contact of rigid ions as that
point along their line of centers at which the electron
density is a minimum. Such experimentally-defined
radii are not constant for a given ion, however; they
vary substantially from one compound to another
(Sanderson, 1967;Witte and Wolfel, 1958).They also
differ substantially from the Shannon and prewitt
(1969) effective ionic radii; the experimentally-defined cation radii are larger and the anion radii correspondingly smaller than the traditional values.
It has also been often noted (e.g. Phillips, 1970)
that the radius ratio predictions fail rather badly for
the alkali halides, which considerable evidence sus0003-004x/80/0
I 02-ol 63$02.00

gests to be the most ionic class of materials. Since the
alkali halides often show six coordination when the
radius ratio model predicts either four or eight coordination, no change in the apportioning of bond distance into cation and anion radii can lead to significantly improved ionic radius ratio predictions. For
other inorganic solids the radius ratio predictions are
also commonly in error. This is illustrated in Figure I
in which we plot r+ ys. r_ for 44 different halides and
oxides, divide the field into regions of predicted four,
six, and eight coordination on the basis of r*/r_, and
indicate the experimentally observed coordination
number. The radius ratio predictions are incorrect
for 18 of the 44 compounds. Although modffied radii
may give improved predictions for limited classes of
materials (Whittaker and Muntus, 1970), no significant improvement in the predictive value of the
radius ratio concept for broad classesof presumably
ionic materials has ever been obtained.
Although the radius ratio model is thus quantummechanically unsound and has little predictive value,
this is not the case for the ionic model in a more general formulation. Recently, both theory (Hohenberg
and Kohn, 1964) and, experiment (Coppens, 1977)
have emphasized the importance of the electron density in determining the stabilities of materials. It thus
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seems reasonable to define an ionic compound in
terms of its electron density. Following Gordon and
Kim (1972) we define the ionic limit electron density
at a given point in a solid as the sum of the electron
densities from the component free ions placed at
their lattice positions. Given the electron density distributions for the free ions, we can calculate the ionic
limit total electron density and from this density various properties, such as the total energy. We know
from the quantum-mechanical variation principle
that a rearrangement of electron density leading to a
final electron distribution incorporating covalent
bonding effects will occur only if it lowers the total
energy of the material. We can thus rigorously partition the observed total energy into an ionic limit energy, corresponding to the ionic limit electron density, and a covalency contribution or correction. In
previous applications (Gaffney and Ahrens, 1970) of
the ionic model, covalency effects on stability have
been assessedas the difference between experimental
heats of formation and those obtained from a semiempirical approach in which ion pair repulsions were
fitted to experimental bulk moduli. However, as
noted by Gaffney and Ahrens, the semiempirical repulsive parameters actually incorporate covalency effects, so that a clear separation of ionic and covalency contributions cannot be made.
The present work employs a theoretical version of
the ionic model, based on the electron density deflnition described above. I first review previous work by
Gordon and coworkers (Gordon and Kim, 1972;
Kim and Gordon, 1974; Cohen and Gordon, 1975,
1976) employing this model and contrast their results
with radius ratio predictions. New results are then
presented for a number of oxide minerals, and covalency contributions to their stabilities are assessed.
The reasonable accuracy obtained in the prediction
of bond distance and heat of formation for these
oxides suggeststhat the model may be useful in treating mineralogical problems, and applications to the
question of Fe, Mg ordering in orthopyroxenes and
in ludwigite are presented. Finally, I suggest some
qualitative and quantitative approaches to the prediction of covalency corrections.
Computational method
The details of the modified electron gas (MEG)
ionic model method have been fully described by
Gordon and Kim (1972). The fundamental assumptions of the method are: (l) the total electron density
at each point is simply the sum of the free ion densities, with no rearrangement or distortion taking

place;, (2) ion-ion interactions are calculated using
Coulomb's law and the free electron gas approxination is employed to evaluate the electronic kinetic,
exchange, and correlation energies; (3) the free ions
are described by wavefunctions of Hartree-Fock accuracy, the highest quality presently attainable for
heavy atoms.
The Coulombic part of the interaction energy between ions a and b is given by the expression:
Yco't:
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where Z^ and Zo are nuclear charges, R the internuclear distance, r', the separation ofelectrons I and
2, rrrthe separation of electron I and nucleus b and
pa(r,) the electron density arising from ion a evaluated at a distance of r, from the nucleus of a. The
Hartree-Fock portion of the energy density of an
electron gas is given by:
'{
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where the terms represent kinetic energy and exchange energy, respectively. The energy arising from
the correlation of electron motions is then added, using a form described by Gordon and Kim (1972).lt
we then define the total energy density functional for
an electron gas as:
E.(p) : E".(p) * E.",.(p)
the contribution of this term to the interaction energy
becomes:
dr {[pa(r) + pb(ro)]E"(pa + pb)
- pa(r^)Eo(pa) - pb(ro)E"(pb))

vo:.[

The total interaction energy is just the sum of V.o"'
and Vo. PoTLSURF (Green and Gordon, 1974) was
used to calculate interaction energies between closed
shell atoms and ions using this method; it is available
from the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange
(program number 251). All results presented here
were obtained using this program.
Once the ion-ion interaction energy has been calculated, it can be partitioned into the sum of a longrange point-charge Coulombic term and a shortrange ion-pair repulsion term. The sum of the pointcharge Coulombic terms for an entire solid may be
obtained simply from the nearest-neighbor distance
and the Madelung constant. Madelung constants for
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sinple structureshave been tabulated (Johnsonand the cation obtained from National Standard ReferTempleton, 196l); thosefor more complex structures ence Data System tabulations (Moore, 1970; Stull
can be evaluatedby various general methods (Ber- and Prophet, 1970) and the O, dissociationenergy
taut, 1952). Madelung constants used in this work and O'- electronaffini1yusedby Cohen and Gordon
were 1.633,1.74756,1.76268,4.38
and 4.77,for the (1976),who estimatedthe enthalpy for the reactionO
ZnS, NaCl, CsCl, quartz, and rutile structures,re- * 2e- --->O'- to be 135(+21kcallmole. The total enspectively.The total lattice energy is then given by ergy is evaluatedat a number of different bond disthis Madelung energyplus the sum of the short-range tancesand the equilibrium geometry and heat of forion-pair repulsions. Generally, short-range repul- mation obtained by parabolic interpolation and
sionsbetweencation pairs are small enoughto be ne- compared with experimental values of distances
glected, and cation-anion and anion-anion repul- (Sutton, 1958) and heats of formation (Stull and
sionsneed to be included only out to second-nearest Prophet, 1970;Robie and Waldbaum, 1968).
neighbors(Cohen and Gordon, 1976).For example,
Previousresults
the total lattice energy of MgO in the NaCl or Bl
structureis given accuratelyby the sum of the MadeThe MEG ionic model has been shown to yield
lung energy,six times the Mg'z*-O2-short-rangepair highly accurate results for the alkali halides (Kim
repulsionenergy,6 times the O2--O'z-short-rangere- and Gordon, 1974;Cohen and Gordon, 1975).Calpulsion, and 8 times the short-range repulsion of culated nearest-neighbor bond distances typically
Mg2* and O'- second-nearestneighbors. Thus, the differ from experiment by 0.10A or less and calcutotal lattice energy is constructedas a sum of pair- lated heats of formation are in error by less than l0
wise interaction energies.Similar theoretical ionic kcallmole. This result holds both for alkali halide
modelshave been employedby others(Dieneset al., solidsand for gaseousdiatomics.Sometypical results
1975; Zhd,anovand Pdyakov, 1977; Mackrodt and are shown in Table l. In this and subsequenttables
Stewart, 1979)and the resultsobtainedare similar to we have chosento compare experimental and calcuthoseof Gordon and Kim (1972).
lated heatsof formation. rather than cohesiveor latNote that no empirical parameleruationis usedin tice energieswhich correspondto formation of the
this method. The resultsmay depend,however,upon solid from free gaseousions. Such a comparison
the choice of free ion wavefunctions.as is discussed gives a more realistic estimate of the accuracy of the
below for oxides.One can alsoincorporatecorrection thermodynamicpredictions,but also emphasizesthe
factors which multiply the energy terms obtained magnitude of our effors on a percentagebasis, since
from the free electrongasapproximationso that they the heat of formation is always considerably smaller
match experimentalvaluesof atom-atom interaction than the lattice energy.
energiesmore closely (Cohen and Gordon, 1975).
Although the Cs halides,which are most stable in
Such correction factors affect only slightly the results the 8:8 coordinate CsCl crystal structure, have not
for the halides and oxides describedhere, and yield yet been studied,the pressuresfor transformation of
no significant generalimprovement.
other alkali halides from the NaCl to CsCl polyIn all the BeO, MgO, ZnO, and.SiO, calculations,
we used the Waldman-Gordon correction factors
given in Table I of Cohen and Gordon (1975). For Table l. Calculated and experimental nearest-neighbor distances
and heats of formation for gaseous and six coordinate solid
the Ti (III) halides,Clugstonand Gordon (1977)obchlorides using the MEG ionic model
tained better distancesand energieswithout the correction factors, so we did not use correction factors
AH; (kcal/nore)
for the TiO, and FeO results reported here. Use of
-34
correction factors for the triatomic TiO, calculation N a c l ( s )
2.36
2.34
was found to increase the calculated Ti-O distance K c l ( s )
by 0.05A and to raise A14 by about 67 kcal/mole, Rbcl (s)
-49
2.79
2 . 77
similar to the effect found by Clugston and Gordon N a C I ( s )
-98
-96
2,82
2 -86

(re7't).

Once the total energyof the systemwith respectto
the free gas phaseions has been evaluated,the heat
of formation is obtained from the Born-Haber cycle
by adding the ionization and sublimation energiesof

KC1 (s)

3.07

3.15

Rbcl (s)

3.19

3.29

-108

a. cordoo and Kim (1972) Kim and Gordon (1974)
b. Experinental values from Gordon and Kim refetedce

-104
-103

and froETosi

(1964).
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Fig. L Radius ratio ys. structure type for 44 halides and oxides. Radius ratios of 0.414 and 0.732 are shown by solid lines and
observedcoordination numbersshown as x, O, and O for 8, 6, and 4 coordinationrespectively.Radii are taken from Ahrens (1952).

morphs have been calculated (Kim and Gordon,
1974;Cohen and Gordon, 1975)and are in reasonably good agreementwith experiment. Thus it appearsthat the relative stability of the 6 and 8 coordinate polymorphs of the alkali halides rray be
predictedaccuratelywithin the MEG model, without
consideringanion polarizability or other effects.
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Fig. 2. Calculated lattice energies as a function of r*/r- for
LiCl, NaCl, KCl, and RbCl in CsCl and NaCl structures (O for
CsCl. A for NaCl structures).

It is important to note that the variation in lattice
energy with radius ratio obtained from MEG calculations for the NaCl and CsCl polymorphs of the alkali halidesis much di-fferentfrom that suggestedby
many textbook diagrams.In traditional approaches
the lattice energyof a given polymorph is assumedto
become more negative as t+/r- decreasesuntil the
critical radius ratio for anion-anion contact is
reached,at which point the energy remainsconstant
as r*/r- decreases.Calculated MEG lattice energies
for LiCl, NaCl, KCl, and RbCl, on the other hand,
show a continuous lowering of the lattice energy of
both NaCl and CsCl polymorphs as r* is reduced,as
is shown in Figure 2. Although textbook diagramsof
lattice energy vs. radius are of courseexpectedto be
only qualitatively correct,it is apparentthat they are
so seriouslyin error that they give a fundamentally
incorrect idea of how lattice energy dependson distance and coordination number.
For the oxides MgO and CaO, the MEG model
has also yielded reasonableresults(Cohen and Gordon, 1976).Difficulty has arisen,however,in choosing the free oxide (O'z-)ion wave function to be used
as input to the calculations.02- is not stable in the
gas phase,but spontaneouslydissociatesto O- plus
an electron.The O'- ion can, however,be stabilized
by placing it in a potential well produced by an array
of surrounding positive charges.A number of stabilized and unstabilized O'- wavefunctionsare avail-
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able. Cohen and Gordon considered several and
O 2 r o d i o l e l e c l r o nd e n s i t y
found the Yamashita and Asano (1970) wavefunction, obtained by stabilizing the O'- inside a
spherical shell of charge with magnitude *2, to give
--+ 2 stobilizotion
good bond distance predictions, heats of formation
4or"V ( r l'
+ | stobilizotion
which were too negative, and bulk moduli which
were much too small. The Watson (1958) 02- wavefunction, with a stabilizing potential from a shell of
*1 charge, gave bond distances rather well, heats of
formation which were too positive, and good buft
modut. For the calculations reported here, we have
employed the Watson wavefunction and a wavefunction from Paschalis and Weiss (1969) using a +2
charge stabilizing sphere with a radius of 1.40,{ and
employing a larger orbital basis set than did Yamashita and Asano (1970).
The difference in results for the diferent Or- wave30
20
o
functions results from variations in their spatial difr ( ou )
fuseness. The Watson *l charge stabilized waveFig. 3. Radial electron density (4nr2liP(r)1'z)for +2 stabilized
function has a larger probability at large distances
from the nucleus than does the Paschalis and Weiss Paschalis and Weiss (1969) and +l stabilized Watson (1958) 02wavefunctions.
*2 stabilized wavefunction. In Figure 3 we plot the
radial distribution function, 4zrzl*(r)l', ys. r for the
two wavefunctions to demonstrate this effect. Since contract the O'?-wavefunction from its free ion form
the non-Coulombic part of the interaction between to its stabilized form. This energy has not yet been
ion pairs arises primarily from the overlaps of the calculated.The neglectof this term will not affectthe
calculationsof equilibrium bond distance,but it will
wavefunction "tails," the Watson wavefunction. with
a higher tail, will give a larger short-range repulsion systematicallylower the AId values.
with a cation. Thus, the Watson wavefunction will
Our resultscorrespondformally to the stateof the
lead to longer calculated equilibrium distances and systemat 0 K with the zero-point vibrational energy
less negative heats of formation. The +2 stabilized neglected.Sincedistancesand stabilitiesnear 0 K are
solution of Paschalis and Weiss has a lower tail than not generallyknown and sincesuchtemperatureand
either the Watson or the Yamashita and Asano zero-point effectsare observedto be small, we will
wavefunctions. Thus, calculations employing the comparethe theoreticalresultswith experimentalrePaschalis and Weiss +2 stabilized wavefunction give sultsobtainedat standardtemperatureand pressure.
even shorter distances and more negative AI1. than
those of Yamashita and Asano, although the differNew results
ence is fairly small (.04A in R and 19 kcallmole in
Gaseousspecies
A-EI,for MgO). Note also that the stabilization produced by a shell of *2 charge at a radius of 1.40,{ is
The equilibrium distancesand energiesfor the gasonly about SOVo
as large as the Madelung potential at eous speciesBeO, MgO, ZnO, and SiO, were calcuthe O'- site in MgO. Thus, the degree of stabilization
lated using a free unstabilized oxide ion wavegiving the best results within the MEG model is ac- function from Paschalisand Weiss(1969)and the +l
tually fairly small.
and +2 stabilized solutions described earlier. For
The AI1. values calculated using the Yamashita
later calculationson TiO, and FeO, only the Watson
and Asano or Paschalis and Weiss wavefunctions are (1958)wavefunctionwasused,sinceit seemedto give
sometirnes found to be more negative than the exper- the best results.Theseresultsare comparedwith the
imentally-determined values. This suggests that our availableexperimentaldata in Table2. Note that the
trial (ionic) wavefunction has a lower energy than the chaructenzation of these gas-phasespeciesis often
true wavefunction, which is inconsistent with the var- incompletedue to their instability with respectto the
iation principle. This surprising result is simply a solid phase (and even with respectto the free eleconsequence ofour neglect ofthe energy required to ments). Although no experimentalresults are avail-
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Table 2. Comparisonof calculatedand experimentalequilibrium
distancesand heats of formation for gaseousmetal oxides
r(8>

AH; (kcal/no1e)

calc.

3e0

f."""

+1b

+2"

1.40

r.30

1.19

t.::d

28r

1r8

12

r.75

L.67

1.56

t.zsd

2t5

106

39

than it does that of BeO, MgO, or FeO. Although
this result may be an artifact of the choiceof 02- ion
wavefunctions in the calculations, it seems more
probablethat it arisesfrom bond covalency,r.e.from
a charge distribution in SiO'(g) different from that
obtained by the superpositionof free ions.

:o+3s
t+208

Solids

Calculated and experimental results are listed in
Table 3 for the 4 (sphalerite),6, and 8 coordinate
_
T" -i 2o "
1.59
261
polymorphs of BeO, MgO, and ZnO. Since ion-ion
_
Fe0
1.83
246
+60B
short-range interactions are included only through
second-nearestneighbors,our methsd fi5lingulshes
Peschalls and Weiss (1969), unstabilized
a.
b.
watson (1953)
between sphalerite and wurtzite structure only in usPaschalls and Weiss (1969), +2 stabilizing
c.
spheEe
d. Eelzberg (1950)
larger Madelung constant for the wurtzite
tng a O.2Vo
e. Pacensky and Eeman (1978)
f.
structure (Waddington, 1959).This leads to an enEngelklng and Lineberger (1977)
g.
SEull and Prophet (1970)
thalpy differenceof no more than 3 kcal/mole, and
h,
Linear (D_h) geonetry aasuned
we can thus ignore this distinction and consider the
sphalerite results as representativeof four coordinaable for SiOr, an accurate quantum-mechanical caltion. For BeO and MgO the experimentalresults lie
culation (Pacanskyand Hermann, 1978)using the ab
the *l and 12 stabilizedion results.For all
initio Hafttee-Fock method has recently predicted between
solids, calculations using the free unstabioxide
three
the propertiesgiven in Table 2.
O'z-ion give bond distanceswhich are much too
lized
From the data of Table 2 it is apparent that the
long and heat of formation much too positive, which
best distance predictions are obtained from either the
their unsuitability for studiesof solids.
free or the + I stabilized ion results. The use of a free demonstrates
s5ing the unstabilizedion are conResults
obtained
ion wavefunction is inherently more reasonablefor a
not shown. As expected,the calculated
sequently
diatomic or triatomic molecule than for a solid, since
increase with coordination number,
the stabilization by the cation array will be lessin the bond distances
tate similar to that predicted from Shannon and
at
a
small-molecule case. However, the calculated heats
Prewitt's (1969) radii. For each calculation and the
of formation are uniformly much too positive. Only
experimental data, the most stable polymorph is inthe BeO +2 stabilized anion result lies within the exthe calculated heats of
perimental uncertainties.Qemparisonwiththe ab in- dicated by an asterisk.Clearly
for the different polymorphs of BeO and
formation
itto results indicates that the MEG method underare quite similar. The *2 stabilized oxide
estimatesthe stability of SiOr(g) to a greater degree MgO
wavefunction predicts the 6 coordinate polymorph to
be most stable for both BeO and MgO becauseit
Table 3. Calculated and experimental equilibrium M-O distances gives an erroneously low value for the cation-anion
(in A) aad heats of formation (in kcallmole)
repulsion, which is larger in the 6 coordinate form.
The + I stabilized wavefunction predicts correct
BeO
Ugo
ZnO
coordination numbers for both BeO and MgO, al+2
+1
dp.
+2
+2
+1
dp.
though the calculated difference of A-E[,for the four
-t.880
1.70 1.84 r.64
L94
2.14
z.3l t. gs"
and six coordinateforms of MgO is essentiallyzero.
-2j,2 -c9*
-t,rz*b -zzg
-rt9 - 1 3 3 -39
+55 -t3*o
For ZnO both oxide wavefunctionsgive too long a
I.79 r.99
2.06
2.29
2,25
z.5o -z,ogd
bond distanceand too positive a LHrby rather large
-24L*
-120* -L43*-68*
al9
amounts, and both predict ZnO to be most stable in
+53* -71'
six coordination, in disagreementwith experiment.
R
2.43
2.36
2.65
8
Calculated bond distances and energiesare given
-44
-42
ar9
+92
for the B-qtartz and rutile forms of SiO, and TiO,
and for sphaleriteand NaCl forms of FeO in Table
a, Sulron (1958)
b.
Stull and Prophet (1970)
4. The calculation of Madelung constantsfor quartz
c.
6 and I coordinete results ft@ Cohen and Gordm (1976)
d.
Chmges in !1-O estlhated
(1969)
fron Shannon and ?rewltt
and rutile structures is reasonably dfficult, since the
e. AH; dlfferences
obtalned fr@ Navrotsky end Phtlllps
constants depend upon the details of the crystal
ZnO

1.98

7.79

1.70

s i0^..

1.64

)-.48

1.38

4R

-"f

R

6

(t.+g)'

368

281

913

3 74

62

(-78)-
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structure.We have thereforeusedonly the Madelung Table 4. Equilibrium distances and heats of formation for SiO2,
TiO,. and FeO
constantscorrespondingto the observed structures
(Hylleras,1927;Baur,196l)and havenot considered
si02
rio2
the effect of variation of the c/a ratio or fractional
ca1c.
ex
coordinateof the anion within the unit cell. In addi-L.aad
R
2.24
2.23
1.69
1,61t
r.82
2.03"
tion, the short-rangerepulsionshave been evaluated 4
-218*b
-29
+88*
+r5
+ro
AH
only for the averageM-O distancein the structure
R
1.93
1 78"
2.or
1.96t
2.38
2 . 3 6 2. t t r
rather than for the range of valuesactually observed
6
-zoeb
-47*
-225*"
and only using the +l stabilizedoxide wavefunction.
+5*
i139
AH
Thus, the resultsfor SiO, and TiO, must be considered preliminary. However, it is clear that for both b .
SiO, and TiO, calculatedand experimentalheats of
formation differ greatly, which suggestsimportant
covalencycontributionsto the stability of thesecompounds. On the other hand, the internuclear distancesare predictedwith reasonableaccuracy,aswas are listed in Table 5; they show significantdepartures
the casefor gaseousSiOr, and the preferred coordi- from experimentalvalues.For BeO, MgO, and CaO,
nation numbers are correctly predicted. The results which are most ionic, calculated B values are too
for TiO, are also similar to the results of Clugston large while for the more covalentZnO the B value is
and Gordon (1977)for TiCl.; they obtainedan accu- too small. The largesterror occursfor FeO. Sincethis
rate Ti-Cl distanceprediction but a heat of forma- approach underestimatesthe cFsE contribution in
tion about 280 kcal/mole more positive than experi- FeO, we have chosento ignore it. Thus, this result is
mental values.
in much poorer agreementwith experimentthan that
For FeO the calculatedbond distanceand heat of obtained by Ohnishi and Mizutani (1978),who evalformation show errorsof magnitudeintermediatebe- uated semiempirically both crystal field and nontween those for MgO and ZnO. Since Fe2* in FeO crystal field parts of the FeO bulk modulus.
has a nonspherical3d shel it wil experiencea crystal
Discussion
field stabilizationenergy(crse) leading to a reduced
bond distanceand a lower heat of formation. Since
Although none of the oxidesconsideredhere is dethe MEG method seemsto seriously underestimate scribedas accuratelyby the MEG model as were the
crystal field splittings (Clugston and Gordon, 1977), alkali halides,it is clear that the model givesconsidwe have chosento include this effectsemiempirically, erably more accurate heats of formation for BeO,
setting the cFsE to be ll.9 kcallmole at 2.17A MgO, and FeO than for ZnO, SiOr, and TiOr. With
(Burns, 1970,Table 2.4) and scaling it as R-'. Since modest adjustment in the nature of the O'- wavethe calculatedmininum energyFeO distancein the function, it will probably be possibleto predict preabsenceof cpsn is quite long (2.384), this crsE cor- ferred coordination numbers and heatsof formation
rection is small and so has only the small effect on of BeO and MgO with fair accuracy,while for ZnO,
distanceand energyshown in Table 4. A more accu- SiOr, and TiO, calculatedenergieswill be seriously
rate, shorter value for Fe-O distancein the absence in error no matter what O'z- wavefunction is used.
of crsB would have led to a larger, more realistic
CrSe contribution.
Table 5. Calculated and experimental bulk moduli (in megabars)
using Watson (1958) +l stabilized 02- wavefunction
In addition to calculatingbond distancesand heats
of formation, we can also use the MEG results to
evaluateelasticproperties,such as bulk moduli. The
2.58
2-20generalformula for the bulk modulus of an isotropic i i 6 0 ( z = 4 )
:
(
2
=
6
)
| 621.70
crystal is B V (d'zU)/(dv2),where V is the volume M s c
1.39and U the enthalpy. This reducesto (l/l8R)
zno (z=4)
1.18
1.06Caa Q=6)
1.34
ld'?U(R)l/dR'for the NaCl structureand l/(l6J3R)
\.7 t+r.23
[d'?U(R)]/dR'for sphalerite.Thus, only the equilib- FeO (2=6)
rium distance and the dependenceof total energy
upon distanceis requiredto obtain B. Calculatedvalb.
uesusing the Watson +l stabilized02- wavefunction
FeO

ca1c.

calc.

ca1c.

ex

with

CFSE

-2

(1958)

suEEon

Robie

and

(1968)

waldbaun

Klnrooo

d.

f.

estimated

from

radii

differences

Scull

and

fron

-6L*-

Prophet

Shannon

Anderson
l{izutani

Shannon

and
et

and

(1970)

?rewi!!

Anderson
(7972)

aI.

\aylo/
and ?rewiEt

(1969)

(1970)

radii

(f969)

four

vs.

six

coordlnation
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Table 6. Comparison of MEG site energieswith those of Ohashi
and Burnham (1972) for Fe,Mg ordering in orthopyroxenes
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This difference might reasonably be ascribed to the
greatercovalencyofthe three latter oxides.The low
coordination number of Zn rn ZnO has often been
attributed to covalency,and large covalencyis also
expectedwhen the ions of the solid have high formal
charges,as in SiOr. Comparisonof the MEG calculations with experimentalvaluesallowsus to obtain a
quantitative estinate of the effect of covalency upon
the heat of formation.
Mineralogical applications
Although discrepanciesbetweenthe MEG calculations and experimentare sizable,such calculations
may nonethelessbe of considerablevalue in explaining element partitioning betweennonequivalent crystallographic sites in minerals. Ohashi and Burnham
(1972) have calculated total site enthalpiesin endmember orthopyroxenes,obtaining short-rangeMg-O
and Fe-O repulsionsby fitting repulsiveparameters
to the experimentalbulk moduli of MgO and FeO.
They made the assumption that the enthalpy for ordering of Fe and Mg betweenthe Ml and M2 sitesof
orthopyroxenes with intermediate compositions was
equal to the diference betweenthe M2-Ml site enTable 7. Comparisonof Mineyeva (197a)and MEG site energies
for Fe,Mg ordering in ludwigite
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thalpy diference for the Fe end member and that for
the Mg end member. They obtained a value for this
differenceof l2kcal/mole, which was later corrected
to 5 kcal/mole based on an improved orthoenstatite
crystal structure (Ohashi, private communication).
Using the orthoenstatitestructure of Morinoto and
Koto (1969) and the orthoferrosilite structure of
Sueno et al. (1976) and taking Ohashi and Burnham's (1972)valuesfor electrostaticsite energies,we
obtain, using the MEG method, a di-fferenceof 8
kcal,/mole,as shown in Table 6. The theoretical enthalpy differencesare all somewhatlarger than the
observed free energy diference of 3.6 kcal/mole
(Virgo and Hafner, 1969).Due to difficulty in obtaining equilibrium, AG has not been studied over the
range of temperaturesso AI1 is not known. In addition, the microscopicnature of the Mg and Fe coordination sitesof intermediateorthopyroxeneshas not
been determined,but they are certainly not identical
to the end member geometriesassumed.A refinement of the ionic model calculationmust await a better descriptionof thesemicroscopicstructures.Once
this information has been obtained. we can also include the differenceof Ml and M2 crystalfield stabiltzation energies,estimatedto be less than I kcall
mole (Burns,1970,p. 104).
Mineyeva (1974) has also used a semiempirical
version of the ionic model to explain the distribution
of Fe and Mg among the Ml, M2, and M3 positions
in ludwigite, (Mg,Fe'*)r(Fe3*,Al)BOrOr.He had earlier concluded that Fe'* ions preferentially entered
positionswith lessnegativesite potentials.The total
site potentials (ionic * repulsive) which he calculated
were least negative for the M3 site, consistentwith
the preferential occupation of M3 by Fe observedin
M6ssbauerspectroscopy(Kurash et al.,1972). However, using Mineyeva'sCoulombic potentialsand the
crystalstructureof Mokeyevaand Alexandrov (1968)
to calculateMEG short-rangeMg'*-O2- energiesfor
the three sites,the Ml and M2 sitesactually have less
negativepotentialsthan doesthe M3, suggestingthat
Fe should prefer them. These results are compared
with Miney€va's in Table 7. A careful inspection of
Mineyeva's procedure suggeststhat the difference of
results arises from his choice of different wavefunctions for oxygens depending upon whether or
not they form part of a BO?- group; the overlap repulsion with Mg is assumedto be much greaterif the
oxygensare not in a BOI- group. Sincefour of the six
oxygensin the Ml and M2 sitesand only two of six
for M3 are pafi of a borate group, the overlap repulsion effect is consequentlygreater for M3. This as-
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sumption is qualitatively reasonable and could be
testedby performing MEG calculationson the Mg2*BO?- ion pair in di-fferentorientations.Such work is
planned for the future. It is also clear that a more rigorous way to approachthe problem would be to calculate site potentials for Fe2* ions in the Fe end
member of the seriesand to then compareMl, M2,
and M3 site potential differencesfor Mg'* and Fe2*,
as was done for the orthopyroxenes.Such a procedure must await further crystallographic work on the
ludwigites.
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Covalencycorrections
An additional area for future work will be in the
development of covalency correctionsto the MEG
model. With a sound ionic model basis,such correc20
tions could be madein a semiempiricalway by fitting
x o -x r
differences of calculated and experimental heats of
formation to atomic properties.For example,the erFig. 4. Difference (per oxygen) of experimental and calculated
ror in A/r'i per oxygen for these oxides seemsto be heats offormation for metal oxides vs. electronegativity difference
qualitatively related to the differences of metal and of metal and oxygen 41 (+l stabilized 02- results used; elecoxygenelectronegativities(Fig. 4). There is, however, tronegativities from Pauling, 1960).
considerablescatterof the points from either a linear
or a quadratic plot. More fruitful semiempiricalap- more detailed understandingof the nature of covproaches may include the dielectric approach to alency in theseoxides.
bond characterdevelopedby Phillips and Van VechConclusions
ten (1970)or spectroscopicapproachesfocusingupon
valenceorbital ionization potential differences(KoThe MEG method makespossiblethe purely theowalczyket al.,1974;Tossell,1976).
retical quantitative prediction of bond distances,
An approachmore in keepingwith the rigor of the heatsof formation, and preferredcoordination numMEG method and with its concentrationupon elec- bers in ionic compounds such as the alkali halides
tron density as the primary physical quantity in the and, to a lesserextent, in BeO, MgO, and CaO. For
description of the chemical bond would be to eval- compounds possessingappreciable covalency, such
uate the di-fference
betweenthe experimentalelectron asZnO, SiOr, and TiO, the method providesan ionic
distribution and the superimposedion electrondistri- limit reference point, allowing a quantitative estibution and to estimatethe energeticeffectof this dif- mate of the covalency contribution to AI1.9 The
ference.Experimentally,one can combineX-ray and method in its presentform may well yield useful preneutron diffraction to obtain total valence electron dictions of element site distributions. However. redensities(Coppens,1977)from which superinposed liable means for estimating covalency contributions
free ion densitiescan be subtracted.Ab initio Hart- must be developed before accurate energies can be
ree-Fock self-consistent-field(SCF) quantum-me- obtained for the vast majority of silicateminerals.
chanical calculations have also often yielded ditrerences of total electron densities and superimposed
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